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EXPLORATION

FOR POROSITY

IN CARBONATES:

A SYNTHETIC-BASED

STUDY’

DONNA FRASER~AND SUDHIRJAI@

I, change in rate of amplitude variation with increasing
offset in common-depth-point (CDP) gathers:
2. amplitude and/or wavelength changes in reflections
from the vicinity of the top part of the reef;
3. changes in velocity computed by amplitude inversion
of stacked traces.
In order to evaluate these three approaches, we conducted a synthetic study over two wells A and B within a few
kilometres of each other in central Alberta. Well A has
known production from an 18-m thick porous zone (average porosity 15 percent) in the Swan Hills Formation of
the Beaverhill Lake Group (Figure I) and well B has a thin
shale stringer corresponding to porosity in well A. In an
extension of this study, the sonic log from another well, C,
also from central Alberta, was repeatedly altered to simulate various thickness and porosity parameters near the top
of a carbonate formation overlain by elastic deposits.
Normal-incidence and offset traces for source-receiver offsets up to 4600 m were computed. Normal-incidence traces
were processed for velocity inversion using the process
described by Jain and Wren (1977). This paper describes
the result of these studies and discusses some real data
examples which confirm the synthetic studies.

ABSTRACT
In rtleory. he porous LOcleFin carbanam may be identified on
refkctian seismic dara by changes in the late of amplitude variation with increasing offsets in common-deph~point gathers, the

amplitudesandim wavelengrhsof appropriateretlectiansin nurmat-incidencetmcked) aces. and the velocities computedby
amplitudeinvasion To evaluatetheseprocesses,
sonicanddensity logs werestudiedloomtwo wctk. onegas-producing
and the
otherdry. for variiltionsin amplitudevs offset,normalhCknce
amplitudevaiations andamplitudeinversionfor velocitycontrast.
This studywasextendedto anotherwell whereporousl”“CS were
simulatedfor varyingthicknessandvelocitycontrastin a carbonateenvironment.For 811synthetics,the amplitudevariatiunwith
offset was insignificant, for practicaloffsets,relative to noise
expectedon prestackdata.andrhis wasconfirmedby a sefof real
data.Ten-mem?
thick p”rous zonescould be identified by small
amplirudechangesin the eventcorrespondingto the top of the
limestoneandby velocity reductionin invertedsections.On red
dam gasproductioncould be identifiedas an amplitudeincrease
in the SwanHills rstlecrarandasa distinct low-velocitymm on
inversion.Thedry well hasa thin shalesrringrrin placeof porosify with a similar effecton acousticihpedanceasa gasmm. and
this studydid not find anywayto separate
lbem.

INTRODUCTION

While the detection of limestone reefs has been a popular subject in seismic literature (Agnich, 1956; Max, 1971;
Anderson et al., 1987, 1989). papers on the actual detection
of porous zones are rare (Davis, 1980; lain, 1986; Bower
et al., 1987), although numerous studies have been undertaken by most exploration companies. Detection of porous
zones is important because the existence of the reef does
not by itself guarantee the existence of a sealed reservoir.
Moreover, detection of the porous zone and its extent provides estimates of reservoir size and subsequent economic
projections become more meaningful.
While a reef is identified on reflection seismic data by
temporal changes and/or subtle amplitude changes in the
key reflector, the existence of porosity may be indicated by
any or all of the following:

AMPLITUDE-VERSUS-OFFSET(AVO) MODELS
Study of two sonic/density logs from wells A and B
The sonic and density logs were averaged for a 2.ms
sample interval for gas well A and dry well B. Integrated
logs and acoustic impedances from these wells are shown
in Figure 2. Three sets of synthetic offset records were
generated, two for well A and one from well B (Figure 3).
Poisson’s ratios were held constant at 0.28 for both wells.
This value is appropriate for carbonates, too high for sands
and a little too low for shales. The centre set shows the
traces generated for well A with Poisson’s ratio 0.28 for the
porous zone in the carbonate. The left set was calculated
for Poisson’s ratio of 0. I5 over an 18-m thick porous zone
containing gas. The right set was computed for well B with
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Fig. 1. Stratigraphic column of the Middle and Upper Devonian
(afterAndersonet al.. 1989): BHL = BeaverhiIiLake.
B Poisson’s ratio of (1.28 in the expected porous zone.
Zoeppritz’s equations (Telford et al.. 1976) wwc used to
calculate retlected amplitudes for angles of incidence computed by ray tracing. Transmission and relative sphericaldivergence losses were incorporated into the equations.
Synthetic traces were computed for a 24.trace spread
with the first trace corresponding to LCTOoffset and subsequent trace ofl’sets increasing by 200 m A zero-phase
trapezoidal filter of passband IO/IS-70/90 Hz was applied.
This passband range is broader then normally observed in
the western Canadian basin but was considered appropriate
for this experiment in order to preserve resolution in the
AVO study. The Swan Hills zone is indicated by the arrows
in Figure 3. The colour her rclatcs to the amplitudes: red
and orange represent negative numhers, green and blue the
positive numbers. In all three synthetic records, amplitudes
increase noticeably as offscts approach 4 km and the angle
of incidence approaches the critical angle of 54 degrees.
As expected, there is a small reduction in amplitude with
offset for offsets up to 3 km for both wells when the
Poisson’s ratio is 0.28. When the Poisson‘s ratio is 0.15,
the amplitudes incrcnse marginally with offset. However,
the relative amplitude changes are very small and will normally not bc observed on real prestack dat;i where the
noise component is quite significant.
Alteration of sonic log C
Synthetic offset tracts wcrc gcncratcd from n sonic log
from well C aster integration at a 2.ms sample interval.

Densities were computed using an empirical velocity-density relationship &iven by Gardner et al. (1974) since the
density log was lnot available. This approach is justified in
our experience because, in general, velocities and densities
behave predictably in carbonates even if they sometimes
du not follow this particular empirical relationship exactly.
Poisson’s ratios wcrc empirically computed from velocities
and varied between 0.23 and 0.40 for elastics and 0.20 and
0.24 for carbonates. Synthetic traces were computed for a
24.trecc sprcnd as dcscribcd above and displayed with a
slightly different colour cudc (Figure 4). The expected
porosity zone is shown by an arrow at approximately
I I80 ms which is cotuiderably shallower than in well A.
Note that a weak trough on the normal-incidence trace
declines slowly in amplitude up to a 2200-m offset. After
this the amplitude of reflections incrcascs dramatically due
to critical rctlection. Note that in the cnsc of well C, the
critical angle (3X degrees) is smaller than in wells A and H
because of the sharp velocity incrcasc nt the clnstics/limestow intcrfacc (at approximately I. I75 s). Figure 5 shows
the same synthetic except that the zone from I I X4 to
I I90 tns (I 7X0 to I800 m) was altered to correspond to the
gas rcscrvoir with velocity 2000 m/s less than the velocity
used in Figure 4 and with 8 Poisson’s ratio of 0.15. The
trough at I I84 ms has, indeed, a greater amplitude at all
oft&tr. but amplitudes still decline with increasing offset,
though at a lcsscr rate than in Figure 4. The arrival of totally reflected energy is approximately at the same offset in
the two figures. This leads to the conclusion that, while
amplitudes themselves may indicate the presence of gasfilled porosity, differences in amplitude variation with offset are too small to be obscrvcd for a 20-m thick porosity
/une at a depth <If 17X0 m and with a Poisson’s ratio of
0.15. These results are in agreement with those from wells
A and B. Considering that most carbonate reservoirs in the
western Canadian basin are deeper, thinner and Icss porous
than this example and that the data before stack are contaminated by significant noise energy, the probability of
observing porosity-related offs%amplitude anomalies is
very small. Note that Jain (1987) used simplified
Zoeppritz‘s equations given by Shuey (1985) to explain
why anomalies in amplitude variation\ with offset are
expected to be small except in rare cases of transparent
rellect”r\.
Real data example
A plot 01 the amplitude coctficients (Jain. 1987) calculated from amplitudes of an actual data set in the Caroline
area is shown in Figure 6. The field data were acquired for
IS-fold stack with source-to-receiver offsets ranging from
300 to 3000 m. The zones of interest are the Leduc and
Swan Hills at approximately I675 ms and IX00 ms respectively. Positive coefficients (indicated in blue) denote
amplitude increase with offset. Although one anomaly at
I675 ms corresponds to a I-m thick zone of Lcduc gas,
other anomalies apparent at the Swan Hills did not prove to
he gas-hearing. Over the entire section many anomalies
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Fig. 5. Synthetic offset traces corresponding to those in Figure 4
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Fig. 6. Amplitudecoefficientsfrom a set of CDP gathers at Caroline,Alberta. Positive values in blue denote an increasein amplitudewith oft
set.
AMPLITUDF.OF STACKEDTRACES
When static and dynamic corrections and deconvolution
are handled properly, the stacking process improves the
signal/noise ratio of recorded data to such an extent that it
becomes realistic to analyse amplitude and frequency chnracteristics of particular rctlections (Sangree and Widmier,
1979; Tarn et al., 1979). Grnerally, the sonic logs are
modelled with expected changes and the resulting synthetic
traces are examined to determine the characteristics of carbonate porosity (or any other feature) to be identified on
the stacked traces (Edwards, 1988).
Wells A and B
The velocity, density and acoustic-impedance plots for
the wells A and B are shown in Figure 2. Note that well I3
has a lowx velocity in the Swan Hills due to a shale
stringer wh:ile well A has the lower density. As a result, the
acoustic impedance in the two wells is very similar in the
critical zone. Figure 8 shows, in both polarities, the synthetic traces computed from the acoustic impedances in the
two wells. The wavelet was zero-phase with the trapezoidal passband IO/IS-4.V.55 Hz, which is appropriate for
most seismic data in the western Canadian basin at approximately 1.S to 2.0 s of two-way traveltimc. Gas well A and
abandoned well LI have almost identical peak-trough

amplitudes for the Beaverhill Lake marker hut show differences in character. For example, a low-velocity zone associated with the Cooking Lake Formation in well B causes
tightening of the peak above the main trough on the normal-polarity synthetic. Also, the leg following the peak is
broader on the gas well because of the broadening of a low
acoustic-impedance zone in the Swan Hills Formation.
Whether any of these features is associated with production cannot be established with any certainty.
Modification

of sonic log from well C

Well C discussed earlier was altered in the zone near the
top of the carbonate section as shown in Figure 9. The
thickness of the porous zone was either IO m or 20 m and
the velocity contrast due to porosity was 500 m/s (porosity
9 percent), 1000 m/s (porosity I8 percent), or 2000 m/s
(porosity 15 percent). Density was computed using the
empirical velocity-density relationship given by Gardner et
al. (1974).
Figure IO shows the amplitude of the synthetic traces
computed with the zero-phase wavelet of trapezoidal passband IO/IS-70190 Hr. Synthetic traces are plotted in sets of
four tracts for each alteration, the unaltered sonic being
rrpresented by the top four traces. The synthetic traces
show small differcnces in amplitudes for a velocity change
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of I(100 m.is for both IO-m and 20-m thick porosity zones.
When the velocity contrat is 2000 m/s. the amplitude of
the trough increases and the event broadrns f(~r both thicknesses. Therefore, highly porous carbonate zones with a
thickness of IO m or more can be identified by amplitude
changes on stack sections. These changes indicate velocity
contrast. not ncccssnrily porosity. As shown abovc in wells
A and B. a lhin sbalc win&x causes the same amplitude
anomaly LS a porous limestone zone when acousticimpedance contrasts arc similar.
Real data
Figure I I shows a reversed-polarity IS-fold stack section from the Caroline area in central Alberta. One gas producer (well A) and B dry well are located on the profile.
The Swan Hills reflector broadens and shows increased
amplitude below the gas well nod is quite weak below the
dry well. However, the amplitudr drclines only slightly to
the left of the gas well, and the margin of the gas zone on
this side is not evident. This is possibly due to interference
from the second leg of the Beaverhill Lake reflector.
AMPI.ITUIIE INVEKSIO\
The computation of acoustic impedance from seismic
reflection (data (D&s et al., 1970; Jain and Wren, 1977:
Lindseth. 1979). often called amplitude inversion (or sim-
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ply inversion). is now an established technique for exploration in a variety of lithologic environments (Jain. 1986).
Although acoustic impedance is computed from amplitudcs of nomx+incidence tracts. results are normally prssentcd in terms of velocities based on some empirical rslationship between velocity and density. Inversion is often
helpful in two ways. The process of derivation of retlectivitics from stacked traces enhances thr resolution, and the
vrlocity computation from rellectivities
increases the
dynamic ranse of displays so that very small changes can
be observed on an inversion display. Colour displays of
velocities enhance visual appeal although they do not
nnprove resolution as is somctimcs believed.
The inversion process followed in this study was
described by J:rin and Wren (lY77). In brief, R statistical
wavelet is computed from each seismic trxc over a window of approximately one-second duration that includes
the done of interest. The operator is designed to reduce this
wavelet to a spike and is applied to the tract. This operation reduces the tlacr to it scrics of spiker which are equivalent to it scaled version of reflectivities encountered by the
propagating wavelet. The spikes do not duplicate those
from it sonic log hrcauw seismic data i\ hand-limited. The
spikes computed from this data are spaced 4 to 6 ms apart
to show the lack of high l’requcncies in seismic data. Also.
the velocities computed from the$e rellrctivirics itlone do
not have low-frequency components (gradual increase and
large steps) oftcn noted on sonic logs. In order to minim&
errors in velocity computation. the low-frequency component is added to the computed rellectivities before computins final velocities. This low-frequency component is computed either from an analysis of nortnal-movwut velocities
or from a study of sonic logs in the area.
Wells A and B
The velocities. densities and acoustic impedance?
(Figure 2) and the correspondin: synthetic traces (Figure
8) wcrc discused eulicr. Although the impedances in the
two logs show a great deal of similarity, there are small
diffcrcnces in detail which show up as small diffcrcnces in
the synthetic seismograms. The synthetic traces were
inverted using the wavelets cntracred from these traces and
the low-frequency velocity component (a simple linear
ramp function) suggested by the wells. The computed
velocities arc shown in Figure I2 as sets of four traces. Thr
impedances are reproduced from Figure 2 to facilitate
comparison. The following observations are of intcrcst in
Swan Hills porosity exploration:
I. Both wells show that the impedance is less in the
Swan Hills Formation than in the Cooking Lake
Formation. The inversion velocities do not show this
due to the lack of low frequencies in the seismic data.
2. Well B shows a relative decline in inversion velocity
near the top of the Beaverhill Lake. This is due to
reduction in the impedance of the Cooking Lake
Formation which caused the tightenin of the prak
referred to earlier.
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